THE
ETHERIC PLANE

The ether, or etheric substance
composing the etheric plane, could be
thought of as a gas somewhat akin to
the gases that currently form Earth’s
atmosphere like oxygen and carbon
dioxide, but of a more refined and
purified composition.
The atmosphere in which evolution
will continue will be a vast field of
energy as invisible as the air you now
breathe. That is the closest we can
come to describing the environment
in which telepathic transmissions will
flow from point to point in the web of
life, and in which the soul will thrive.

The lightness of ether will pervade
the whole of life. Inside of the vast
expanse of etheric substance
enfolding the earth a great and
majestic human drama will unfold
in consciousness and subtle form.

It is an occult fact that in any given epoch of history only a portion of the human race is
incarnate. Even now, when the world population soars beyond any previous time in history,
only a small percentage of the total number of souls drawn into the aura of Earth is incarnate
physically. Moreover, among the many waves of souls who come into incarnation there are
those who are more advanced and those who are less advanced.

What lies ahead in the future as the plan
for the Aquarian Age unfolds will be a
divinely inspired interplay between
human souls of spiritual refinement,
plus increasingly developed sensitivity to
impression, and Beings more advanced
in the hierarchy of light.

They are the ones who will be influential in
establishing the foundations of each aspect of
life in the new world—from education, of
paramount importance as the breeding-ground
for awareness of the higher purpose of life, to
healing—the right alignment of each of the
subtler bodies in the soul’s etheric sheath—to
leadership, in which it will fall to the most
enlightened souls to perceive the way forward
in each department of life.

As the consciousness of humanity-atlarge matures, the entirety of life will
be organised around the evolution of
individuals and groups in the goal of
fulfilling the purpose of God for
which the whole of human evolution
has been designed.

Breathtaking to behold, from Our
vantage point, is the beauty and wonder
awaiting the race in this next stage of
unfoldment, as all the dreams and
higher aspirations of humanity for a
world of justice and decency, of right
human relations, goodwill, peace and
harmony, will finally be possible of
attainment.

The love that has been awakened in the soul of
humanity as this Piscean Age comes to an end,
will flow freely through all departments of life in
the new world. Doubts about the inherent unity
of living beings will be put to rest as the nature of
life on the etheric plane will reveal the existence
of One Life in infinite forms of manifestation.
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